The widely used Logan plot in radioligand receptor dynamic PET studies produces marked noise-induced negative biases in the estimates of total distribution volume (DV T ) and binding potential (BP). To avoid the inconsistencies in the estimates from the Logan plot, a new graphical analysis method was proposed and characterized in this study. The new plot with plasma input and with reference tissue input was first derived to estimate DV T and BP. A condition was provided to ensure that the estimate from the new plot equals DV T or BP. It was demonstrated theoretically that 1) the statistical expectations of the estimates from the new plot with given input are independent of the noise of the target tissue concentration measured by PET; and 2) the estimates from the time activity curves of regions of interest are identical to those from the parametric images for the new plot. The theoretical results of the new plot were also confirmed by computer simulations and fifty-five human [ 11 C]raclopride dynamic PET studies. By contrast, the marked noise-induced underestimation in the DV T and BP images and noise-induced negative bias in the estimates from the Logan plot were demonstrated by the same data sets used for the new plot. The computational time for generating DV T or BP images in the human studies was reduced by 80% on average by the new plot in contrast to the Logan plot. In conclusion, the new plot is a consistent and computationally efficient graphical analysis method to improve the quantification of reversible tracer binding in radioligand receptor dynamic PET studies.
Introduction
Due to its simplicity, computational efficiency, and readily apparent visual representation of tracer kinetic behavior, a graphical analysis method using the Logan plot (Logan et al., 1990 (Logan et al., , 1996 has been widely used to characterize and quantify reversible tracer binding in radioligand receptor dynamic PET studies. The Logan plot with plasma input C P (t) and the Logan plot with reference tissue input C REF (t) are described by Eqs. (1) and (2) below for t ≥ t⁎, respectively,
where C P (t) is the tracer concentration in plasma from arterial blood sampling, C REF (t) is the time activity curve (TAC) of reference tissue obtained by applying regions of interest (ROIs) of reference tissue to dynamic images, C(t) is the ROI or pixel-wise TAC of the target tissue tracer concentration measured by PET, DV T is the tracer total distribution volume in tissue, and DVR is the DV T ratio of the target to the reference tissues. For the Logan plot with reference tissue input described by Eq. (2), C(t) / C REF (t) is a constant for t ≥ t⁎. In contrast to classical compartmental modeling techniques, DV T and DVR estimates obtained by the Logan plot for reversible tracer kinetic binding are independent of specific compartmental model configurations that may differ from tissue to tissue (Koeppe et al., 1991; Gunn et al., 2002; Turkheimer et al., 2003) . However, the application of the Logan plot is limited by the noise level of target tissue tracer concentration C(t). There is noise-induced negative bias in the estimates of DV T and binding potential (BP) (=DVR − 1) from the Logan plot, and the underestimation in the estimates from the Logan plot is dependent on both the noise level and magnitude of tissue concentration C(t) (Abi-Dargham et al., 2000; Fujimura et al., 2006; Gunn et al., 2002; Slifstein and Laruelle, 2000; Logan et al., 2001; Wallius et al., 2007) . The noise-induced underestimation can result in reduced contrasts in the estimates of BP among targeted tissues, and reduced statistical power to discriminate populations of interest by a specific tissue BP (Zhou et al., 2008) . Unfortunately, the C(t) measured by the PET scanning is often accompanied by high noise levels especially when employing pixel-wise tracer kinetic methods. Instead of regular linear regression for the Logan plot, a few numerical methods have been proposed to reduce the noise-induced negative bias but with higher variation in DV T and BP estimates and higher computational cost (Buchert et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 2007; Varga and Szabo, 2002; Ogden, 2003) .
In this study, we first derived an improved graphical analysis method using a new plot with plasma input and with reference tissue input for the quantification of reversible tracer kinetics. The new graphical analysis method was characterized by theoretical analysis, computer simulation, and fifty-five human [ 11 C]raclopride ([ 11 C]RAC) dynamic PET studies. Conventional graphical analysis using the Logan plot was applied to same data sets for comparison. With given input function, the effects of noise in the target tissue concentration C(t) on the estimates from the new and Logan plots were analyzed and evaluated.
Materials and methods
Theory of graphical analysis using a new plot.
New plot with plasma input
The reversible tracer kinetics described by Eq. (3) below is used in the study to derive a new plot with plasma input to estimate DV T .
dA t ð Þ dt = KA t ð Þ + QC P t ð Þ ð3Þ
Eq. (3) is same as the system equation used in the previous graphical analysis for reversible tracer kinetics (Patlak et al., 1983; Patlak and Blasberg, 1985; Logan et al., 1990 Logan et al., , 1996 , where C P (t) is plasma input function, A(t) = [C 1 (t), C 2 (t), … C m (t)]′, C i (t) is the tracer concentration in the ith compartment, ′ is the mathematical transpose operation, K is the system matrix (mxm) and its elements are the transport rate constants between compartments, and Q is a mx1column vector of transport rate constants from vascular space to tissue compartments. For the total tissue tracer concentration C(t) measured by PET, we have C(t) = ΣC i (t) + V P C P (t) = I′A(t) + V P C P (t), where V P is the effective plasma volume in tissue, and I is a mx1 column vector of ones. Based on the initial condition A(0) =[0, 0,…0]′ (mx1), by substituting the integrated form of Eq. (3) into
where K − 1 is the inverse of matrix K. When the system reaches equilibrium relative to plasma input for t ≥ t⁎, i.e., C i (t) = R i C P (t), i =1, 2,…m, for t ≥ t⁎, then, I′K
, where R = [R 1 , … R m ]′, and δ = I′K − 1 R is a constant. For the kinetic system described by
Q is the distribution volume vector [DV 1 ,DV 2 , …,DV m ]′, and DV i is the tracer DV in ith compartment. Therefore, −I′K − 1 Q + V P = ΣDV i + V P =DV T . By dividing both sides of Eq. (4) by C P (t), we obtain Eq. (5) for t ≥ t⁎ for the new plot with plasma input to estimate DV T .
An operationally sufficient condition for the new plot
To derive the new plot described by Eq. (5), a sufficient condition on tracer kinetics is given in the above section, i.e., there exists t⁎ such that the tracer concentrations in all tissue compartments reach equilibrium relative to plasma input for t ≥ t⁎. In general, the sufficient condition is difficult to evaluate and validate without knowing specific compartmental model configurations. However, in practical radioligand receptor dynamic PET studies, the tracer kinetics in tissue can be described by a three-tissue compartment model with metabolitecorrected plasma input: free, nonspecific binding and specific binding compartments (Wong et al., 1986a (Wong et al., ,b, 1997 . Due to limited study time and temporal resolution of PET scanner, the measured tracer kinetics can be fitted well by either one-tissue three-parameter (K 1 , k′ 2 V P ) compartment model (one compartment including free, nonspecific and specific binding) or two-tissue five-parameter ((A) free plus nonspecific binding compartment, and specific binding compartment in sequential configuration for target tissue with parameters [K 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , V P ]; or (B) free compartment and nonspecific binding compartment in sequential configuration for reference tissue with parameters [K 1R , k 2R , k 5 , k 6 , V P ]) model (2T5PCM) with metabolitecorrected plasma input (Koeppe et al., 1991; Huang et al., 1986; Logan et al., 1990; Zhou et al., 2007a) .
For tracer kinetics following the one-tissue or two-tissue compartment model described as above, if there exists a time point, t⁎, such that 1) C P (t) is a mono-exponential decreasing, and 2) C(t) / C P (t) is constant, for t ≥ t⁎, then the tracer kinetics in all tissue compartments reaches equilibrium relative to plasma. This is a more practical sufficient condition for the new plot that can be easily evaluated by the tracer kinetics measured by dynamic PET. The proof of the operationally sufficient condition for tracer kinetics to attain relative equilibrium status is quite straightforward and is omitted here. Note that it is necessary to verify the sufficient condition for graphical analysis using the new plot. This is because the plot of
ð Þds=C P t ð Þ could attain a straight line after t⁎, while the slope may not be equal to the DV T if I′K
Þ attains a straight line after t⁎, we cannot imply the constancy of ratio of I′K − 1 A(t) to C P (t) for t ≥ t⁎.
New plot with reference tissue input
Assuming the relative equilibrium condition for the new plot with plasma input is validated, and a reference tissue is identified, then we have C P (t) = R P C REF (t) for t ≥ t⁎, and Eq. (6) obtained from the Eq. (5) for reference tissue for t ≥ t⁎,
where R P is a positive constant, DV REF is the DV T of reference tissue. By substituting C P (t) = R P C REF , and Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) with simple algebraic operations, the plasma input C P (t) in Eq. (5) for target tissue can be eliminated as Eq. (7) below for t ≥ t⁎ for the new plot with reference tissue input, 
Binding potential (BP)
BP is an index of tracer specific binding in radioligand receptor PET studies and is defined as BP = f 2 B max ′ / K D (Huang et al., 1986; Koeppe et al., 1991; Mintun et al., 1984; Innis et al., 2007) , where f 2 is the free fraction of tracer in the free and nonspecific binding compartment, B max ′ (nM) is the available receptor density for tracer binding, and K D (nM) is the tracer equilibrium dissociation constant. The BP can be calculated from tracer distribution volume as BP = DV F + NS + SB / DV F + NS − 1, where DV F + NS + SB =DV F + NS + DV SB , DV SB and DV F + NS are the DV of specific binding and DV of free plus nonspecific tracer distribution volume (in mL/mL) in the tissue, respectively. In a reversible ligand-receptor PET study with identified reference tissue, DV F + NS is usually estimated by the DV of reference tissue devoid of tracer specific binding. For graphical analysis with plasma input, BP is estimated as BP = DV T / DV REF − 1 by assuming V P is negligible in comparison to DV F + NS and DV F + NS + SB .
Similarly, for graphical analysis with reference tissue input, the BP is estimated as BP = DVR − 1 by assuming that the effects of radioactivity from the vascular space contributed to the measured tissue tracer concentration are also negligible. It is worth noting that the above assumption of the negligible V P or negligible tissue tracer activity contributed from the vascular space usually resulted in the underestimation of BP (Gunn et al., 2001; Hume 1996, Logan et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 2003) .
Consistency in the estimates from the new plot with given input
The following analysis is focused on the effects of noise in the target tissue concentration, C(t), measured by PET on the estimates from the new plot. With given plasma or reference tissue input, the statistical expectations of the estimates from the new plot with regular linear regression, i.e., ordinary linear least square estimates from the new plot, are independent of noise (ɛ) if the noise of C(t) measured by PET scanning has mean zero (mean(ɛ) = 0). To conveniently derive the conclusion, we first rewrite Eqs. (5) and (7) in a bilinear form as Eqs. (8) and (9) for t ≥ t⁎, respectively.
Assuming that there are n frames in total for the measured dynamic PET data, that t i is the middle time of frame i with duration Δt i , and that there is additive noise ɛ i in the measured tissue tracer radioactivity by PET scanner, i.e., C(t i ) = C 0 (t i )+ ɛ i , where C 0 (t i ) is the true (noise free) tissue tracer concentration at frame i. Let M and M REF be the matrices of the measurements of independent variables from plasma inputs and reference tissue input, respectively; Y be the output measurements; DV Tɛ and δ ɛ be the estimates obtained by applying new plot to the tissue tracer kinetics of noise ɛ (ɛ = [ɛ 1 , ɛ 2 , …, ɛ n ]′); and E(x) be the statistical expectation of random variable x. Then we have
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This means that with given plasma or reference tissue input, the DV T and DVR estimates from the new plot with conventional linear regression are consistent for the tissue tracer kinetics of mean zero noise.
As demonstrated below, the BP estimates from the new plot with given plasma or reference tissue input are also consistent for the tissue tracer kinetics of mean zero noise. For the BP estimated by the new plot with reference tissue input, we have E(BP ɛ ) = E(DVR ɛ − 1) = E(DVR ɛ ) − 1 = DVR − 1 = BP. For the BP calculated through DV T , it is reasonable to assume that the DV REFɛ is of negligible noise and is approximately equal to DV REF . This is because DV REFɛ is obtained either by applying the new plot to the reference tissue TACs (DV T (C REFɛ (t)) or by applying ROIs of reference tissue to the DV T images (DV Tɛ (reference tissue)) generated by the new plot, where both C REFɛ (t) and DV Tɛ (reference tissue) are of negligible noise level after averaging over all pixels within reference tissue ROIs. Based on the assumption of additive mean zero noise in the dynamic images, and the fact that there is no noise-induced bias in the DV T images generated by the new plot with given input, we have Estimates from parametric images equal those from ROI kinetics for the new plot
For the new plot with plasma or reference tissue input, the estimates obtained by applying ROI to parametric images are identical to those obtained from ROI kinetics. This can be seen from following algebraic operation for DV T :
where N is total pixel number of the ROI. By similar derivation for DVR, we have . This means that, for the new plot, the BP estimates obtained by applying ROI to BP images are also identical to those obtained from ROI kinetics. Thus, we have shown theoretically that the estimates of DV T , DVR, and BP from parametric images are identical to those from ROI kinetics for the new plot.
Computational efficiency
In contrast to the Logan plot, the proposed new plot markedly reduces the computational cost to generate parametric images of DV T and DVR, and to estimate DV T and DVR from a set of ROI TACs. This is mainly due to: 1) the regression independent variables for the new plot are same for all pixels or ROI TACs that are determined only by plasma input C P (t) or reference tissue input C REF (t); and 2) the calculation of linear regression for the new plot can be simultaneously carried on a large set of pixels or ROI TACs by the product of one matrix determined by regression variables (=((M′M) 
is the TAC of pixel j, and nxyz is the pixel number of whole image volume. By contrast, for the DV T and DVR images generated by the Logan plot, the regression variables of
are dependent on both plasma input C P (t) or reference tissue input C REF (t) and each pixel or ROI TAC C(t), therefore, the regression matrix and linear regression for the Logan plot need to be calculated in pixel-bypixel or ROI-by-ROI bases. Obviously, this is not as efficient for a large set of dynamic data, as compared to the new plot. The derivations and results in the above subsections for the new plot with Eqs. (8) and (9) are also valid for the new plot with Eqs. (5) and (7). This is because 1) the statistical analysis of consistency for the new plot is based on the condition of "with given input" to evaluate the effects of noise in the target tissue concentration C(t); and 2) the above algebraic derivations will be exactly same for the new plot with Eqs. (5) and (7). In addition, as demonstrated numerically in the subsection of "Bilinear form of plots, multilinear and simplified reference tissue model for DVR or BP estimation" in Discussions section, the ROI estimates of DV T and BP from the new plot with Eqs. (5) and (7) are approximately equal to those from the new plot with its bilinear form using Eqs. (8) and (9).
Fifty-five human (healthy volunteers, 16 females and 39 males, aged 31.5 ± 9.8 years (mean ± SD hereafter for "±"), range (18.0, 55.0) years) [ 11 C]RAC dynamic PET studies with arterial blood sampling for plasma input were used to evaluate the graphical analysis using the new plot. [ 11 C]RAC was used for D 2 -like receptor PET imaging, and the cerebellum was identified as a reference tissue (Farde et al., 1986; Wong et al., 1984 Wong et al., , 1986a . All dynamic PET studies were performed on a GE Advance scanner. The PET scanning was started immediately after intravenous bolus tracer injection of 18.3 ± 1.9 mCi (range 12.4 to 22.5 mCi) with high specific activity of 6974.8 ± 7100.7 mCi/μmol (range 1193.8 to 55128.0 mCi/μmol) at time of injection of [ 11 C]RAC. Dynamic PET data were collected in 3-D acquisition mode with protocols of 4 × 0.25, 4 × 0.5, 3 × 1, 2 × 2, 5 × 4, and 6 × 5 (60 min total, 24 frames). To minimize head motion during PET scanning, all participants were fitted with thermoplastic face masks for the PET imaging. Ten-minute 68 Ge transmission scans acquired in 2-D mode were used for attenuation correction of the emission scans. Dynamic images were reconstructed using filtered back projection with a ramp filter (image size 128 × 128, pixel size 2 × 2 mm 2 , slice thickness 4.25 mm), which resulted in a spatial resolution of about 4.5 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) at the center of the field of view. The decay-corrected reconstructed dynamic images were expressed in μCi/mL. Structural magnetic resonance images (MRIs) (124 slices with image matrix 256 × 256, pixel size 0.94 × 0.94 mm 2 , slice thickness 1.5 mm) were also obtained with a 1.5 T GE Signa system for each subject. MRIs were co-registered to the mean of all frames' dynamic PET images using SPM2 with mutual information method. ROIs of caudate, putamen and cerebellum (reference tissue) were manually drawn on the co-registered MRIs. ROIs defined on MRIs were copied to the dynamic PET images to obtain ROI TACs for kinetic modeling. The [ 11 C]RAC TACs of the caudate, the putamen, and the cerebellum measured by dynamic PET are of typical reversible binding kinetics that follows the 2T5PCM model (Carson et al., 1997; Logan et al., 1996) . To verify the sufficient condition for graphical analysis using our new plot, the t⁎ was first determined visually from the plots of time t versus mean of C(t) / C P (t) over all subjects. The plot of time t versus C(t) / C P (t) with linear regression for t ≥ t⁎ was used to evaluate the constancy of C(t) / C P (t) for t ≥ t⁎ by performing a statistical T-test on the hypothesis of zero slope of the linear regression. The plot of time t versus the natural logarithm of C P (t) with linear regression for t ≥ t⁎ was used to evaluate an exponential fitting to C P (t) for t ≥ t⁎.
The Logan plot using Eqs.
(1-2) and the new plot using Eqs. (5) and (7) were applied to ROI TACs to estimate DV T and BP from ROI tracer kinetics. The parametric images of DV T and BP were also generated by the new and Logan plots with the same equations used for ROI kinetics. The BP images generated by the new and Logan plots with plasma input were calculated as DV T / DV REF − 1, where the DV REF was obtained by applying reference tissue ROIs to the DV T images. The mean and standard deviation of DV T and BP within ROIs on parametric images were calculated, and the percent coefficient of variation of ROI estimates from DV T and BP images were then calculated as 100 ⁎ mean / SD. For evaluation the computational efficiency, the time used to generate DV T and BP images for each dynamic PET study was recorded.
Computer simulation study
The objective of the computer simulation study was to characterize the bias of estimates from the new and Logan plots as a function of noise level of tracer kinetics. A two-tissue five-parameter compartment model with metabolite-corrected plasma input (see the subsection of "An operationally sufficient condition for the new plot") was used to fit the measured tissue TACs, and the fitted ROI TACs were used as "true" (noise free) ROI TACs for simulation. Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ i 2 = αC(t i )exp(0.693t i / λ) / Δt i was added to the ROI kinetics, where C(t i ) is the mean of ROI tracer concentration at frame i, λ (=20.4 min) is the physical half life of the tracer, Δt i is the length of the PET scanning interval of frame i, and t i is the midtime of frame i. A series of α values from 0 to 0.16 with step size of 0.01 were used to simulate different noise levels (Zhou et al. 2003) . Five hundred realizations for each noise level were obtained to evaluate the statistical properties of the estimates. The estimates obtained by applying graphical analysis to the "true" (noise free, corresponding to α = 0) ROI TACs were used as true parameters. Fig. 1 . The mean ± standard deviation (n = 55) of C(t) / C P (t) as a function of time post tracer injection. The C(t) is the tissue tracer concentration obtained by applying ROIs (cerebellum, caudate, and putamen) to the reconstructed dynamic images, and C P (t) is the metabolite-corrected tracer concentration in plasma. The C(t) / C P (t) approaches to a stable value for t ≥ 42.5 min for all ROIs.
All parameter estimation methods for ROI kinetic analysis and parametric image generation were written in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc.) and implemented on a Dell PWS690 workstation.
Results

Sufficient condition for graphical analysis using the new plot
The metabolite-corrected plasma input function was well-fitted by an exponential function for t ≥ 25 min. The R-square of linear regression of time t (independent regression variable) versus the natural logarithm of C P (t) (dependent regression variable) was R 2 = 0.983 ± 0.011 with the slop of − 0.012 ± 0.002 (n = 55).
The plot of time t versus mean ± SD of C(t) / C P (t) in Fig. 1 shows that C(t) / C P (t) attained a constant for t ≥ t⁎, where t⁎ = 25 min for the cerebellum, and t⁎ = 42.5 min for the caudate and the putamen. The slope of the linear regression of time t versus C(t) / C P (t) for t ≥ 42.5 was 0.000 ± 0.001, 0.000 ± 0.006, and 0.002 ± 0.007 (n = 55) for the cerebellum, the caudate, and the putamen, respectively. Based on the results from T-tests (the p values (means ± SD) were 0.386 ± 0.317, 0.392 ± 0.288, and 0.300 ± 0.253 for the cerebellum, the caudate, and the putamen, respectively), the slope was not significantly different from zero.
In conclusion, the sufficient condition for the graphical analysis using the new plot was validated for the ROI kinetics measured from [ 11 C]RAC dynamic PET studies.
New plot versus Logan plot for ROI kinetics
The new and Logan plots with plasma and reference tissue inputs from a representative human [ 11 C]RAC dynamic PET study were demonstrated by Fig. 2 . Both new plots and Logan plots attained straight lines in the last 4 points corresponding to the PET scanning time t from 40 to 60 min. The plots with plasma input for the cerebellum approached a line earlier than plots for the caudate and the putamen. This is consistent with the plots of C(t) / C P (t) in Fig. 1 where the plot of C(t) / C P (t) for cerebellum attained a constant earlier Table 1 . There were no significant differences between the estimates of DV T and BP from the Logan plot and those from the new plot (Table 1 ). There were no significant differences between the BP estimated from DV T and those obtained directly by There was a highly linear correlation between the BP values estimated with DV T and those obtained directly by using reference tissue input for both the Logan and new plots (Fig. 3) , and the slope of linear regression for the new plot is not significantly different from 1 (Fig.  3B ) (p = 0.742).
New plot versus Logan plot for parametric images
The DV T and BP images (Fig. 4 ) generated by the Logan plot and new plot from a human [
11 C]RAC dynamic PET study show that the DV T and BP images generated by the Logan plot were of higher noise levels than those generated by the new plot. The percent coefficients of variation of ROIs (caudate, putamen) on the DV T images generated by Logan plot were (27.0 ± 3.9, 23.1 ± 5.1) and they were (29.0%, 52.8%) higher than those from the DV T images generated by the new plot. The percent coefficients of variation of ROIs of (caudate, putamen) on the BP images generated by the Logan plot were (35.6 ± 4.9, 26.6 ± 4.9), and they were (22.1%, 34.3%) higher than those from the BP images generated by the new plot. The means of ROI estimates from DV T and BP images generated from the Logan plot and the new plot are listed in Table 2 . In contrast to estimates from ROI TACs (see Table 1 ), the ROI estimates from the DV T and BP images generated from the Logan plot were significant lower than those from the parametric images generated by the new plot (p b 0.001).
The computational time utilized to generate DV T or BP images in the human studies was reduced by 80% on average by the new plot as compared to the Logan plot. Specifically, the computational time utilized for the Logan and new plots with plasma input to generate DV T images in each dynamic PET study was 44.9 ± 0.9 and 8.8 ± 0.6 s (n = 55), respectively. To generate whole brain volume BP images, the computational time utilized for the Logan and new plots with reference tissue input were 43.0 ± 1.9 and 8.5 ± 0.4 s (n = 55), respectively.
Estimates from ROI kinetics versus parametric images
Consistent with the theory described in the Theory section for the new plot, Fig. 5 shows that the estimates of DV T and BP from ROI kinetics were identical to those obtained by applying ROIs to the DV T and BP images. However, for the Logan plot, the ROI estimates from DV T and BP images were significantly lower than those obtained from ROI kinetics (Fig. 6) . The percent underestimation in the BP images calculated from DV T was (7.9%, 6.3%) on average for (caudate, putamen) that was significantly lower (paired T-test, p b 0.001) than the percent underestimation in the DV T images (12.7%, 11.9%) and in the BP images (11.8%, 10.3%) generated by the Logan plot using reference tissue input. This is because that the noise-induced percent underestimation in the DV T images generated by the Logan plot was not consistent across brain tissues, especially between target and reference tissues. For example, Fig. 6 shows that the lowest percent underestimation was observed in the cerebellum reference tissue (7.4% on average) in the DV T images generated by Logan plot with plasma input.
Simulation study
The noise-induced underestimation or negative bias in the DV T and BP estimates obtained by the Logan plot in the simulation study is demonstrated by Fig. 7 . The noise-induced percent underestimation in the DV T and BP estimates from the Logan plot increased monotonically to a stable value as the noise level (α) increased. The percent underestimation from true values in the DV T estimates from the Logan plot in the caudate and the putamen was higher than in the cerebellum. When the noise level α was about 0.02, the percent underestimation in the DV T and BP estimates in the simulation study (see Fig. 7 ) was comparable to those observed in the DV T and BP images generated from human studies where the estimates from low noise level ROI TACs was used as references (see Fig. 6 ).
For the new plot with given plasma inputs and cerebellum reference tissue inputs from fifty-five human studies, the means of 
Notes: The paired two-tailed T test was performed between the estimates from the Logan plot and those from the new plot. The BP by DV T was calculated as BP = DV T / DV T (cerebellum) − 1, where the DV T was estimated by the Logan plot or the new plot with plasma input, and DV T (cerebellum) was obtained by applying ROIs of cerebellum on DV T parametric images. There were significant differences between all estimates from the Logan plot and the new plot for DV T and BP from parametric images. Fig. 5 . For the new plot, the total distribution volume (DV T ) and the binding potential (BP) estimated from ROI TACs were identical to those obtained by applying ROIs to the DV T and BP images.
estimates of DV T and BP over 500 realizations were the same for all noise levels (α from 0 to 0.16). The simulation studies confirmed the theoretical result that the statistical expectations of the estimates from the new plot with given input were independent of the noise of the target tissue concentration measured by PET.
Discussion
Sufficient condition for the new and Logan plots
For the reversible tracer kinetics described by Eq. (4), a sufficient condition for the new graphical analysis is that there is a t⁎ such that tracer concentration in all compartments attains equilibrium relative to the tracer concentration in plasma, i.e., C i (t) = R i C P (t), i = 1, 2,…m, for t ≥ t⁎ (see Theory section). By similar derivation, the condition is also sufficient for classical graphical analysis of the Logan plot described by Eq. (1). Note that the sufficient condition of steady state (dA / dt = 0, for t ≥ t⁎) is used to derive graphical analysis using the Logan plot with plasma input (Logan et al., 1990) , and this condition is much stronger than the relative equilibrium condition we used in the study for the new plot. Although used to derive the Logan plot with plasma input, the steady state condition is too strong and unnecessary (Logan et al., 1990; Logan, 2003) .
In this study, we provided an operational sufficient condition for the new plot. As the results demonstrated in the study, the t⁎ is usually determined by the plot of time t versus C(t) / C P (t), where the C (t) is the tracer concentration in the tissue of highest DV T or BP. This means that the tissue of higher receptor density or higher affinity is usually slower to attain a relative equilibrium state. In addition, the tracer in plasma C P (t) is usually of fast kinetics and quickly to attain one exponential clearance state.
The effects of the noise in the input function on the new and Logan plots
The effects of noise in the tissue concentration C(t) measured by PET on the new and Logan plots with given input are presented under the Results section. With noise free reference tissue input function C REF (t), there were no noise-induced biases in the estimates from the new plot, but underestimation in the estimates of BP of (caudate, putamen) from the Logan plot increased from 0 to about 12% as noise levels in C(t) from α = 0 to 0.02 (see Fig. 7B ). To investigate the effects of relatively low noise levels in the input function on the estimates from the new and Logan plots, the reference tissue input was added with a low noise level α = 0.002. With a given reference tissue input function C REF (t) of the low noise level, the noise of C(t) induced underestimation in the estimates of BP of (caudate, putamen) from the new plot was minimal ((4.7 ± 3.2)%, (6.0 ± 3.2)%) over all noise levels of C(t), but the underestimation in the estimates of BP from the Logan plot was dependent on the noise level of C(t) and could be as high as ((41.3 ± 3.1)%, (41.8 ± 3.2)%) when α = 0.02.
Bilinear form of plots, multilinear and simplified reference tissue model for DVR or BP estimation
The bilinear form of the new plot ) and the Logan plot (Eqs. (10-11)) were also applied to ROI and pixel-wise tracer kinetics in the fifty-five human [ 11 C]RAC dynamic PET studies.
As showed by following linear correlations, the ROI estimates of DV T and BP from the new plot with Eqs. (5) and (7) are almost identical to those from the new plot with its bilinear form using Eqs. (8) Eq. (9)) = 0.999BP(ROI TAC with Eq. (7)) + 0.003, R 2 = 1.000, BP(ROI on parametric image with Eq. (9)) = 0.999BP(ROI on parametric image with Eq. (7)) + 0.003, R 2 = 1.000. Based on the consideration of computation cost, and the fact that division is not a stable operation for pixel kinetics at high noise levels, the bilinear form of the new and Logan plots is recommended to generate parametric images of DV T and BP.
As derived previously (Logan et al., 1996) , the Logan plot with Eq. (12) below for t ≥ t⁎ is equivalent to the Logan plot with Eq. (2) when C (t) / C REF (t) is approximately a constant for t ≥ t⁎.
Results from the human studies consistently demonstrated that the BP estimates from ROI TACs obtained by the Logan plot with Eq. (12) were nearly the same as those obtained by the Logan plot with Eq. (2), where the kV 2R (1/min) was the mean of k′ 2R (= k 2R /(1 + k 5 / k 6 )) estimated from the 2T5PCM model with plasma input. The estimates of k ′ 2R from the human studies was 0.323 ± 0.038 (n = 55) with a range of (0.235, 0.418). Utilizing kV 2R from 0.2 to 0.5, the BP estimates from ROI TACs of (caudate, putamen) obtained by the Logan plot with Eq. (12) were from (2.599 ± 0.370, 3.397 ± 0.438) to (2.604 ± 0.362, 3.395 ± 0.430) that were almost same as those ((2.607 ± 0.357, 3.395 ± 0.426), see Table 1 ) from ROI TACs obtained by the Logan plot with Eq. (2).
The DVR or BP can also be estimated by a multilinear reference tissue model (MRTM) (Ichise et al., 1996 (Ichise et al., , 1997 and MRTM with preestimated k′ 2R (MRTM2) (Ichise et al., 2003) in each individual PET study using Eq. (13) for t ≥ t⁎,
where k 2 is the efflux rate constant from free plus nonspecific binding compartment to vascular space, k 2 ′ = k 2 / DVR. The DVR or BP (=DVR − 1) is calculated after multilinear regression. It is important to note that the over or under estimation in the kV 2R for the Logan plot with Eq. (12) and the k′ 2R for MRTM2 can result in the biased estimates of DVR or BP if C(t) / C REF (t) is not an approximately constant for t ≥ t⁎. We have demonstrated that the estimates of [ 11 C]methylphenidate BP in the striatum from the Logan plot with Eq. (12) decreased monotonically in k V 2R (Zhou et al., 2007b) . Therefore, to have unbiased kV 2R or k ′ 2R is critical for appropriate use of Logan plot with Eq. (12) and MRTM2 with Eq. (13) if C(t)/C REF (t) is not an approximately constant for t ≥ t⁎.
Without knowledge of t⁎, DVR or BP can also be estimated by using multilinear regression with the following operational equations over the entire PET scan period (Zhou et al., 2003) :
Eqs. (14-15) are derived from a simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) (Zhou et al., 2003) , where R 1 is the relative transport rate constant from the vascular space to the tissue space (=K 1 / K 1R ). Note that Eq. (14) derived from the SRTM model is same as the Eq. (13) of MRTM, where Eq. (13) can be obtained by substituting R 1 = k 2 / k′ 2R to Eq. (14).
The DVR or BP (=DVR −1) estimated by Eq. (14) as DVR=k 2 /k′ 2 after regression is not a least square estimate, and the high variance of estimates of k′ 2 and k 2 can result in the large error propagation that is associated with division. Results from our previous study showed that the accuracy of DVR estimates from Eq. (14) with conventional multilinear regression can be improved by using Eq. (15) and multilinear regression with a spatial constraint algorithm (Zhou et al., 2003) . The noise level of the BP images generated by the SRTM using multilinear regression with Eq. (15) was comparable to those generated by the new plot with reference tissue input in the human [ 11 C]RAC dynamic PET studies. Although the noise-induced bias can be minimized by some numerical algorithms for the bilinear form of the Logan plot, and multilinear form of the SRTM or MRTM, they are all still biased estimators that are dependent on both the noise level and the magnitude of the tracer kinetics.
Computational efficiency of new plot
The computational efficiency of the new plot will be remarkable when the DV T or BP images are generated from large volume dynamic PET data set. For example, 723.0 ± 11.2 and 208.9± 56.4 s were used to generate BP images of whole brain volume from [ 11 C]RAC human dynamic high resolution research tomography (HRRT) studies (n = 10) for the Logan plot and new plot, respectively. The computational efficiency of the new plot is expected to be significant for quantification in the sinogram space. Note that the graphical method using the new plot can be used to generate DV T and BP images directly from sonogram space.
Patlak plot versus new plot
A graphical analysis approach for the quantification of irreversible tracer kinetics in dynamic PET studies is the well-known as Patlak plot (Gjedde, 1981; Patlak et al., 1983; Patlak and Blasberg, 1985; Wong et al., 1986a) . For the Patlak plot, the curve is generated by plotting ∫ t 0 C P s ð Þds=C P t ð Þ (x-variable) versus C(t) / C P (t) (y-variable). Based on the theory of Patlak plot, there exists a time point, t⁎, such that the plotted curve reaches a straight line for t ≥ t⁎, and the slope of the linear portion of the curve from t⁎ to the end of PET scan equals the tissue tracer uptake rate constant K i .
Although the Patlak plot is used for the quantification of irreversible ligand-receptor binding, the estimates from the Patlak plot have the same statistical properties of the estimates from the new plot demonstrated in the study, i.e., 1) the expectation of K i estimates from the Patlak plot with a given plasma input is independent of the noise of the tissue concentration C(t) measured by PET; and 2) the estimates of K i obtained by applying Patlak plot to ROI TACs are identical to those obtained by applying ROIs to the K i images generated by the Patlak plot. This can be easily obtained by the following bilinear form of the Patlak plot for t ≥t⁎ with the similar analysis used for the new plot.
Note that the regression independent variables ð ∫ In summary, a new graphical analysis was first proposed in this study to estimate DV T and BP for quantification of [ given plasma input or reference tissue input, the expectations of the estimates from the new plot are independent of the noise in the target tissue concentration measured by PET; and 2) the estimates from ROI kinetics were identical to those obtained directly from DV T and BP images generated by the new plot. Thus, we have shown that the new plot generates consistent estimates of DV T and BP for quantification of [ 11 C]RAC binding. By contrast, noise-induced significant underestimation in the DV T and BP estimates from the Logan plot was demonstrated in both human studies and computer simulation. The noise level of the parametric images of DV T and BP generated by the Logan plot was significantly higher than those from the new plot. The computational time for generating DV T or BP images in the human studies was reduced by 80% by the new plot as compared to the Logan plot. In conclusion, the new plot is an improved graphical analysis method for the quantification of the reversible tracer binding in radioligand receptor dynamic PET studies.
